
    PSYCHODYNAMIC V: REGRESSION

FREUD'S (DARWIN'S/JUNG'S) “REGRESSION”
In his “Introductory Lectures”, Freud takes human migration as a metaphor

for libido development (from its 1st-oral to its 6th-genital phase) i.e. before migrating
to new domiciles, a tribe would set up a series of 'fall back positions' in the event of
it encountering environments that are even more hostile than the environment from
which it flees. Freud's psychological translation of 'fall back positions' is “fixations”.
Out of this conception/term, Freud was now able to explain that “perversion” can be
viewed in terms of a spectrum: to one end, he saw those with such strong “fixations”
that even safe & secure new domiciles are deemed not worth trying for; to the other
end, he saw those with weak “fixations” (i.e. they were keen to migrate) whom, upon
reaching a new domicile, encountered so much hostility they're forced to “regress”.

These days, of course, the term, “perversion”, now has (what Freudastrology
sees as) an unfortunate emotional colouring. The term “divert” may now be a better
term for an individual who has remained “fixed” upon, or has “regressed” to, one or
more of the earlier phases of libido development. Whatever term is preferred, Freud
would superimpose this spectrum on another: to one end, he saw those whom tended
to regress (to a fixation, however strong) and, in so doing, became per-(di)-verted; to
the other end, he saw those whom tended to repress (as it were, 'over' a 'migration')
and, in so doing, became neurotic. In this way, neurosis can be seen as a reciprocal of
per-(di)-version. An Easterner might see neurosis/perversion as a yin-yang dyad.

With this double spectrum, Freud could explain to those who were criticizing
psychoanalysis for being a method that did nothing more than deliver its analysands
from (so it appeared to these critics) the frying pan of repressed neurosis into the fire
of regressive perversion that they were incorrect. What is correct? Answer: analysts
help their analysands release their repressions in such a way that the developmental
gradient is included, irrespective of the fact that, in these politically correct days, the
idea of sexuality/mating developing 'out of' feeding/hunting (and, in a disguised way,
defending/running) is shouted down... via (now) a fire-into-frying-pan repression.

Indeed, if more subtly, Freud's double spectrum also answers Jung's criticism
that Freudian methodology brings out the analysand's regressive tendencies because,
as our summary makes clear, it just as readily brings out the analysand's progressive
tendencies. This answer also leads us to the degree to which sexuality is at the centre
of possible 'helical' developments about which neither Freud nor Jung had anything
substantial to say. Before we take this up further, let's insert a Darwinian point...

It is also in his “Introductory Lectures” that Freud, referencing W. Bolsche's
book, points out the biological-evolutionary sources of fixation & regression, “among
animals one can find, so to speak in petrified form, every species of perversion of the
sexual organization. In the case of human beings, however, this phylogenetic point of
view is significantly veiled by the fact that what is at bottom inherited is nevertheless
freshly acquired in the development of the individual, probably because the original
conditions that had necessitated its acquisition persist and are continuing to operate
on each individual”. Had he lived longer, Freud would have realized the importance
of Homo sapiens' neoteny. Meanwhile, back at the 2D/circle-to-3D/cylinder ranch...



ASTROLOGERS' (ARCHETYPALISTS') “REGRESSION”
With mandalas being characterized by their symmetrical geometry, they can

be defined as symbolic pointers to holism... and, insofar as holism points to Divinity,
mandalas symbolize the Self. The odd thing about the zodiac-mandala is that, being
a cycle, it points to the 'reincarnating' journey 'back & down' into partialism more
than (or, at least, as much as) it points to the 'transcending' journey 'forward & up'
into holism. Much of this oddness is resolved, however, when the zodiac is conceived
as a symmetrical 3D cylinder i.e. instead of having no more than “one shot” at 'Deer
Hunting' Heaven (or, if one fails, Hell), the individual who can conceive the 'forward
& down' symbolism of the circle would beget 'sub-continental' “multiple shots”; like
so...           

    … hopefully, dear reader, you have already seen that this representation of
the zodiac has been rotated by 90º. We have done this to give a sense that regression,
as indicated by the dotted clockwise arrow, is often so passive that it hardly deserves
to be grouped with the other psycho-dynamics i.e. regression results when there is no
dynamic, per se... just as all precipitation drains, under gravity, through gutters and
rivers to the ocean, so regression is a passive drainage 'back down' to the zodiac sign
of “the ocean” of undynamic eternity, Pisces.

The critical addition to such a zodiac depiction, however, is the fact that, in a
'reincarnatory' setting, Pisces is 'reachable' from both sides i.e. as shown above, not
only the clockwise but also the anticlockwise arrows. Thus, it is often no easy task to
determine when an analysand is regressing to his/her gestation-infancy or when s/he
is developing through a 'higher' helical rung of his/her gestation-infancy. For FA-ers,
Jung-the-archetypalist might have done better with this issue when criticizing Freud
for being too interested in the analysand's (what he saw as) 'past', when it is entirely
possible that the analysand who is studying gestation-infancy could be paving a path
through his/her 'future'. Individuals with strongly '12th archetypal' natal charts (e.g.
Einstein, moi) may not, in any case, want to fuss about tense. And, so...
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FREUDASTROLOGY'S “REGRESSION”
The main difference between Freud's and Freudastrology's regression should

be clear enough that we don't even need to type it down. Aw, we'll do it anyway... our
regression includes the gestational (=raw archetypal) factor. To be sure, Freud would
write a long essay on the gestational factor – “Group Psychology and the Analysis of
the Ego” – without thinking about it in pre-natal terms and, so, this difference is not
very different after all. Indeed, even in his follow-up essay on the negation of religion
– “The Future of an Illusion” – Freud admitted that collective intellect could be even
more deluded than collective feeling, “history reveals an attempt to substitute reason
for religion and in the grand manner... the French Revolution and Robespierre was a
short-lived and miserably ineffectual experiment”. This means that...

Freudastrologers don't follow Freud down the proscriptive path of replacing
passion with reason. Rather, we follow Jung down the proscriptive path of replacing
collective (peer) pressure with “individuation”, noting that we must first distinguish
between individualism (i.e. “fixation in” and/or “regression to” the 1st quadrant) and
Jung's term, “individuation” (i.e. 'helical' construction and/or transformation of the
2nd /3rd quadrant ego), like so...

… 'collectivation' is, of course, FA's neologism for the collective agreeing that
in individuation is more than individualism. This agreement includes the following
points: (ia) the immature ego's anti-clockwise transit through the 4th quadrant is an
admission that “masterful inactivity” is the best attitude to gestation, (ib) the mature
ego's anti-clockwise entry into the 4th quadrant is an admission that it is time to take
responsibility e.g. hold a (grand)-parenting office that is 'representative' of the lack
of individuation in the collective; (ii) the clockwise, entry into the 4th quadrant is, of
course, an inadmission... Robespierre was no better than so many of the monarchs &
popes before (and after) him. Once again, we don't really feel the need to type down
that Homo sapiens is yet to discover a political (grand)-parenting system that places
individuation at the helm. Uh-oh, we did it. At least this doing leads us to our...
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EXAMPLE VI
While composing these essays, we originally intended to discuss illusion prior

to regression but, as noted in the prior paragraph (scroll up), we can avoid confusion
if we make the distinction between regressive illusion and developmental illusion i.e.
the former leads to mob politics and mob religion, the latter leads to compassion for
the neotenic human condition. Astrologers can appreciate this dichotomy when they
consider the symbol for the sign of illusion, Pisces i.e. its symbol is (not one, but) two
fishes 'pointing' in opposite directions. Indeed, Jung would take the view that Pisces'
'developmental fish' symbolizes the 1st millennium of the “Age of Pisces” and Pisces'
'regressive fish' symbolizes its 2nd millennium. In turn, it is easy to recognize that, in
the same way that Freud overlooked the 'non-self/self' dichotomy that would become
such a point of contention for post-Freudian neonatal meta-psychologists, Freud had
overlooked the 'developmental/regressive' dyad of Christianity.

In 'Psychodynamics I', we described superegoic repression having two wings,
(i) the M.C.'s 'action at a distance' and (ii) Saturn's 'action at no distance'. The same
can be described for infraegoic regression i.e. (i) the 12th house's 'action at a distance'
refers to memories (if not inherited, then) made in the third trimester that operate as
'sirens', 'pulling' the individual 'back' as s/he struggles with his/her hero/egoic, lower
hemispheric development, and (ii) Neptune's (± the cusp that features Pisces) 'action
at no distance' that operate(s) as a 'dissolver' of the heroic ego... and, in turn, the 12 th

house's regressive 'sirens' songs are made ever more seductive.
At this point, our readers may be confused by the fact that Neptune's transit

through the zodiac-horoscope, being just as anti-clockwise as Saturn's transit, would
suggest that Neptune may also have a 'stop-gap' role in egoic development. FA takes
the view that Neptune's 174yr cycle is too 'slow' to provide anything like a 'rounded'
understanding of psychological development. OK, then, does this mean that it is best
to ignore the transit of Neptune? FA's answer: no... the individual does better to note
where, in his/her natal chart, natal/transiting Neptune is placed so that s/he can then
focus on the signs/houses on either side i.e. if developments are strong in the flanking
signs/houses, the transiting inner 'planets' – the Sun/Moon, Venus, Mercury – will be
more effective as they attempt to 'swim across' these 'dissolving' arcs of the chart. If,
in addition, Neptune aspects the natal positions of the inner 'planets' (as in 'Example
VI', below), the ego-building value of inner 'planet' transits are increased.

Freud wrote a kind of companion piece to “The Future of an Illusion” that he
called “Totem and Taboo” (we might have called it, 'the past of an illusion'), wherein
he looked at Homo sapiens prior to the time that religion and politics were separate.
We take the view that, despite the efforts of the politicians of the past 250yrs, politics
and religion have never really been separated... and, so, we take the view that Freud
could have compared churches to governments. If Freud had lived into the 21stC, he
would have noted the actuality of >98% of the world's wealth sitting in the hands of
<2% of its population and the impotence of (nationalistic) democracy to deal with it.
To be fully fair to Freud, however, he does discuss the problem of nationalism e.g. in
“Ch.2”: “the narcissistic satisfaction provided by the cultural ideal is also among the
forces which are successful combining the hostility to civilization within the cultural
unit. This satisfaction can be shared in not only by the favoured classes, which enjoy
the benefits of the culture but also by the suppressed ones, since the right to despise



the people outside it compensates them for the wrongs they suffer withing their own
unit. No doubt one is a wretched plebeian, harassed by debts & military service; but,
to make up for it, one is a Roman citizen, one has one's share in ruling other nations
and dictating their laws”. Long before Rome (& Caesar), Plato had already realized
that this is the key 'psychodynamic complex' that leads democracy into becoming
nothing more than a mask of regressive '3-2-1-12-11-10 elective plutocracy'. 

Films about the manipulation of (nationalistic) democratic processes never do
very well at the box office, but they do well enough that one good one appears every
decade or so. One very good political film of the recent (“teenies”) decade, “The Ides
of March”, was directed by...

 

  although George is 'Neptunian' – Neptune, the chart ruler, opposes his natal
Sun – he still has significant Uranian-Saturnian input – Saturn is in its own sign (i.e.
Capricorn) conjunct the Moon & Jupiter opposite Mars; Uranus is widely square to
the Sun & forms a close trine to his M.C. – and, so, we are not surprise that he takes
an interest in the political process. In his film, he plays a politician who is trying for
some level of integrity but his political advisors are advising him that he needs to be
more self-serving... the character's capacity for this is revealed in his Clinton-esque
involvements with an intern, just as, in his natal chart, his Venus in Aries seems less
self-sacrificial than his other inner ego-building 'planets'. It is no coincidence to your
local astrologer that the Ides of March is a date with the Sun in self-sacrifical Pisces.

By rights, your local FA-er would be happy if George were to make a sequel
that looked at creative solutions to the problems that nationalistic democracies have
handed down to the 21stC. The idea of an international 'democracy' – the U.N. – has
not been able deal with the problem of national pride that Freud outlined (scroll up)
and, so, if one is to spend time fantasizing about nationalism-populism-imperialism,
s/he might spend it better to roll further back to Plato's fantasies. Agreed, there is no
forseeable “Future for Plato's Illusions” but at least his illusions were anti-clockwise
developmental rather than clockwise regressive.       
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